CAREER ENRICHMENT
Nursing Knowledge/NANDA-I Journey to Ireland
Ireland: Dublin & Cork / June 8-16, 2019
$5,599 (based on double occupancy)
$4,899 (double occupancy/no international flights)
$1,299 (single supplement)

BOOK NOW 888.747.7501
Visit Ireland on this customized nursing program. Located off the northwestern coast of the European mainland in Western Europe, you will have a
chance to explore both Dublin and Cork. A place of gorgeous natural
beauty and its equally charming locals, they have a dynamic cultural
history and strong sense of community.
Program Highlights
• 7 nights / 9-day journey through Ireland
• Learn about Ireland’s Implementation of a nursing professional
practice model in healthcare settings. Prominent in the model is the
use of NANDA-I nursing diagnosis.
• Interact with nurses and other healthcare professionals from a
variety of facilities on your program.
• Accompanying guest program – alternate activities will be provided
for those who do not wish to attend the meetings.
• Optional post-program extension to County Clare & Limerick.
Focus on Nursing & Nursing Education
• Meaningful interaction and collaboration between program participants
and professionals in Ireland will include meetings and seminars with
nursing professionals and educators at major universities and
hospitals in Dublin and Cork.
• Travel will focus on learning how NNN (NANDA-I nursing diagnosis,
Nursing Outcomes Classification, and Nursing Interventions
Classifications) has been integrated into educational and healthcare
settings in Ireland. Speak with educators and clinicians to
understand how the terminologies are taught and integrated into
practice, providing a model to consider upon return to your own
educational or clinical setting.
Focus on the Community & Culture
• Explore some of the iconic sites of Ireland, including Blarney Castle
and Woolen Mills, as well as the Ring of Kerry.
• Put on your dancing shoes for a visit to O’Shea’s Merchant Pub
where you can learn Irish dancing with the local people (or just
observe) as well as enjoy their traditional music.
• Dine on fantastic cuisine at some of the most engaging local pubs!

Program Leaders:
T. Heather Herdman, PhD, MS, RN
Dr. Herdman is CEO/Executive Director of NANDA International, Inc. She is also
an Associate Lecturer at the University of Wisconsin–Green Bay. She received her
MS and PhD in Nursing from Boston College.

Susan Gallagher-Lepak, PhD, MSN, RN
Dr. Gallagher-Lepak is Director of Education and Clinical Innovation at NANDA
International, Inc. She is Dean of the College of Health, Education & Social Welfare
at the University of Wisconsin–Green Bay. She received her MSN and PhD
(Rehabilitation Psychology) from the University of Wisconsin (in Milwaukee and
Madison).

This educational offering is
endorsed by NANDA International
and the Marjory Gordon Program
for Clinical Reasoning &
Knowledge Development at Boston
College, Connell School of Nursing.

Ready to go?
Tel: 888.747.7501
Email: info@nandajourneys.com
Website: www.nandajourneys.com
CST 2121590-40

